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Homecoming
It's a Monday and the Rains have begun again. My name is Scipio and I'm fourteen. Even though
everyone says they love my stories I never get a chance to write them down. There's nothing else to do now.
The doors are secured, the food is secured, and the well is decades away from drying up, so it's either write or
see what my sister's up to. I figure my parents are already tense enough without having to worry about make
peace between Roberta and me. Whenever I ask them, or any adult for that matter, about the Rains or the
shelter they just chuckle and tell me not to worry so much, like we're all down here on vacation or something.
But they're not very good actors. As soon as they think I've turned away they immediately glance towards the
ceiling and strain their hearing to catch the sounds of buckling metal, like they'll be lucky enough to hear a
collapse in time to get out of the way. Yeah, they're all tense enough without having to worry about 'Berta and
me.
Sometimes I wonder if I'm going to live to see the end of the Rains. I wonder if I'm ever going to
crawl out of this hole for longer than the few hours we take advantage of each day to scrounge for supplies on
the surface. Mom talks about the surface every once in awhile. She tells us how the sky used to be blue and
how our houses used to be on the surface, with only a level or two underground. I enjoy that part of her story,
but she keeps going. She talks about how she and her friends used to play outside all day long. I get sad at this
part, because it always reminds me of Travis.
He used to live in another shelter a few miles from here. It was smashed by a meteor that was almost
las big as a truck. Mr. Greene found him half-dead on the road not too far from here during a foraging mission
a few months ago. He brought Travis back with him and bandaged him up. Travis got better, and would talk
|to me about his family sometimes, but I think he missed them a lot. He wandered off during another foraging
mission about three weeks ago. I guess he's dead by now. It would be nice to think that he reached another
belter, but it's hard. So many people die outside. I'm not sure I—DATA CORRUPTION
"Piece of shit," Jake muttered as he smacked the little journal with the heel of his palm. "I finally get
something to work around here and it goes to shit like everything else!"
Cooper looked up from the pile of scrap that he had been sifting through. "Wah aw oo bithin abow
ow?" he asked, his words muffled by the small flashlight he was holding in his mouth. Jake gave him a
uzzled look in response, so he took the light out of his mouth and repeated his question. "I said 'What are you
itching about now?' 1 don't want to be down here any longer than we have to be, but every time you open
"Untitled" Alissa Lorentz, ^your mouth to complain about the place you keep us here that much longer."
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"Sorry, Coop. It's just that I found something that I thought might be worth a few scrip. But it's bust
just like everything el e down here," Jake wiped his grimy hands on his overalls before pulling his long hair o
of his eyes and hopped down from his seat on the remains of a battered old truck. He quickly strode the few
meters separating him from the older salvager and stretched up on his toes to peer over his shoulder. "You fin
anything worth selling, Coop?"
The old man tossed his light from his right hand to his left, illuminating both as he did so. "Does it I
like I found anything? 'Sides, if I did it wouldn't matter to you."
"Yeah, yeah, I remember the conditions," Jake said and then began to dutifully recite: "'If I want to
work with the best of the best, I need to listen to your advice in all matters and remember that our haul is
kept separated. ' Trust me, Coop, you've said it enough in the past week that I'm sure I'll be repeating it on
my death-bed, too senile to even remember where it came from." Jake rolled his eyes and pulled out his own
flashlight. The combined light of the two small flashlights served to almost completely illuminate the bunkei
Jake quickly swept his light around the room once and turned back to his mentor. "So, should we ju t let the
scrappers know that we ' ve got a load of metal and hope there 's enough to get some decent cash out of this tri
Coop hesitated a moment before responding, "No, let's poke around for another hour. I've seen these
shelters before, so I'm guessing there's at least one more room that we haven 't found yet."
"What, like another bedroom? Face it, man; this shelter was full of the poor people. They couldn't e
afford decent tech, let alone anything that would be worth the time we ' ve put into this dump. I say we cut o
losses now and just head back to camp."
"Fine, head back then. I' m just your partner, not your daddy. Just remember, when I hit the mother
lode, I won 't have time for people who dropped and ran the moment their legs were sore. I'll be too busy
sharing my good fortune with my friends. " Cooper threw down a twisted piece of titanium that he had been
examining and stalked off down the corridor towards the living quarters. Jake sighed in resignation and
followed him down the hall.
As Cooper walked down the hall he focused less and less on the drab metal walls of the helter and
began to tum inwards. He was glad that Jake had followed him deeper into the shelter even though they bot
knew that the chances of their striking it rich were slim-to-none. The boy had potential , but he was far too
willing to listen to anybody when it came to what to salvage and when. Cooper knew it would get him into
trouble eventually.
The two men continued down the corridor, stopping at every doorway and examining the room that
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"Sorry, Coop. It's just that I found something that I thought might be worth a few scrip. But it's bus
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each led to. They invariably contained some combination of rotting clothing, large patches of fungus, and

just like everything else down here," Jake wiped his grimy hands on his overalls before pulling his long hair

human skeletons. The first skeleton took Jake by surprise and he rushed out of the room. Cooper could hear

of his eyes and hopped down from his seat on the remains of a battered old truck. He quickly strode the few

him retching in the hallway and sympathized. Though he had seen many dead bodies during his tours of duty,

meters separating him from the older salvager and stretched up on his toes to peer over his shoulder. "You fli

Cooper still couldn't help but shudder as he imagined what their lives must have been like to lead them to this

anything worth selling, Coop?"

conclusion. His men always teased him about his "weakness," but even then he knew that he'd never be able

The old man tossed his light from his right hand to his left, illuminating both as he did so. "Does it lo to help it. Sure, he grew bad-tempered over the years and pretended that he was just as mean as any other old
like I found anything? 'Sides, if I did it wouldn't matter to you."
"Yeah, yeah, I remember the conditions," Jake said and then began to dutifully recite: '"If I want to
work with the best of the best, I need to listen to your advice in all matters and remember that our haul is

veteran, but he could never completely dehumanize the dead. So while Jake vomited his horror onto the grate
flooring of the corridor, Cooper stared at the dead and remembered the life they had all led while hiding from
the devastation wrought by the rocky downpour.
*

kept separated.' Trust me, Coop, you've said it enough in the past week that I'm sure I'll be repeating it on
my death-bed, too senile to even remember where it came from." Jake rolled his eyes and pulled out his owrj

* *

Travis came back! It'd been about a month since he had left when he just walked back into the shelter

flashlight. The combined light of the two small flashlights served to almost completely illuminate the bunker with the day's foraging team. Just like he had never left. That was two days ago. Last night we had a big party
Jake quickly swept his light around the room once and turned back to his mentor. "So, should we just let the

for him. Everyone was so happy that he had come back. They all kept shaking his hand and asking what it

scrappers know that we've got a load of metal and hope there's enough to get some decent cash out of this tri

had been like and how he had survived the Rains. It was like he was some sort of hero or something. After the

Coop hesitated a moment before responding, "No, let's poke around for another hour. I've seen these party he came over to our quarters. We hung out for a while and just talked about the outside. I asked the same
shelters before, so I'm guessing there's at least one more room that we haven't found yet."
"What, like another bedroom? Face it, man; this shelter was full of the poor people. They couldn't e

questions that the others did, but he seemed to be happier to answer me.
He told me that the Rains were getting better. He said it had been nearly six months since he had been

afford decent tech, let alone anything that would be worth the time we've put into this dump. I say we cut ou in a shelter and he had had to only dodge the Rains once or twice. When I asked him how he did it, he said that
losses now and just head back to camp."
"Fine, head back then. I'm just your partner, not your daddy. Just remember, when I hit the mother
lode, I won't have time for people who dropped and ran the moment their legs were sore. I'll be too busy
sharing my good fortune with my friends." Cooper threw down a twisted piece of titanium that he had been

he usually went into one of the buildings still standing on the surface and waited them out. He said that the
meteors were getting so small that they hardly ever broke through the walls anymore. Then I asked him about
other shelters he had been to.
He got real serious all of a sudden and said that he wished I that I hadn't asked him that. He said that

examining and stalked off down the corridor towards the living quarters. Jake sighed in resignation and

he had seen a few, but that they were all crushed. He said it was weird, 'cuz it had happened recently, like after

followed him down the hall.

the Rains had eased up. Travis said he was afraid that the meteors were getting more deliberate. I laughed at

As Cooper walked down the hall he focused less and less on the drab metal walls of the shelter and

him and told him that he was just paranoid. I said that sure, every time we heard about another shelter being

began to turn inwards. He was glad that Jake had followed him deeper into the shelter even though they boti

destroyed we all thought that the Rains were targeting them on purpose, but that it was really ridiculous. I told

knew that the chances of their striking it rich were slim-to-none. The boy had potential, but he was far too

him that it's not like they're bombs, they're just Rain. Then he laughed at me.

willing to listen to anybody when it came to what to salvage and when. Cooper knew it would get him into
trouble eventually.
The two men continued down the corridor, stopping at every doorway and examining the room that
21

Travis told me that he had seen some strange things outside of the shelter. He said that he'd seen things
coming out of the sky that weren't Rain. He admitted that he hadn't seen them up close, but he said that the
others on the surface had told him stories. I didn't realize it, but I was leaning in real close when he began the
22
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next part. Just the way he began made me jump back: "Aliens," he told me. He said that people had seen th
coming down with the Rains and that they were spreading across the surface. Then he leaned towards me an
said in a low voice, "That's why I came back. We ' re trying to get an army together to stop them. We think
they sent the Rains to wipe us out o they could take our planet without any resistance. I'm not going to let
happen." I remember his words exactly. He sounded o ure of him elf, so serious, that I did the only thing
could: I laughed in his face.
He left today. I don 't think I'll ever be able to forgive myself. I tried to talk to h-FILE MISSING
"Figures. Just when you think you ' ve fixed up these old relics, they go on the fritz again.
the kid could even keep it going long enough to write this stuff."
Cooper felt like he and Jake had been down in the shelter for days, but his watch told him tliat it had
only been half an hour since they had encountered the first skeleton. He already knew that they wouldn 't be
able to make much of a profit from this trip, barely break even really, but he couldn 't let Jake know that. If
Jake knew that they were down here just to follow through on some vague sentimentality, he 'd leave Cooper
in a heartbeat. And if he let Jake go now Cooper knew he 'd end up just like all the other salvagers: a patheti
vulture, making a living off of the misfortunes of the dead. Cooper knew that most people didn 't differential
between him and the others, but he did. Somehow he felt that sticking to salvaging equipment made him
better than the rest, less predatory. Realizing that Jake had said something during his moment of introspecti
Cooper turned and shouted back down the corridor, "What was that, Jake?"
"Oh, nothing, just this old journal I've been <link.in ' around with. I found it a little while ago and I
figured it might be worth something for the electronics. It's not like the writing's any good. Listen to this: '
left today. Tdon 't think I'll ever be able to forgive myself. ' Jesus, who writes like that when they ' re fourtee
I mean, I didn't sound like that six years ago, did [ Coop?" At the mention of the journal, Cooper turned and
walked back towards Jake.
"Nah, you were even whinier." When he finally reached Jake, Cooper held out his calloused hand.
"Mind if I take a look at it?"
"Go ahead and mess with it, just remember: I found it. I get the money for it no matter how much y
helped fix it." Cooper only grunted and knelt down.
He balanced the journal on hi right knee while he fished out his small electronics kit.
located his soldering iron he popped the back off of the journal and went to work. Utilizing the light that J
impatiently held over his shoulder, Cooper was able to make a few minor repairs to the circuits of the tiny
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next part. Just the way he began made me jump back: "Aliens," he told me. He said that people had seen thJ mput er before closing it up again. He turned the journal back on and stood up, groaning as both of his knees
coming down with the Rains and that they were spreading across the surface. Then he leaned towards me ani

Dped

loudly. After a few moments of examining the contents, Cooper handed it back to Jake. "It's an alright

said in a low voice, "That's why I came back. We're trying to get an army together to stop them. We think I

jece

hut I'm not sure anyone would be interested. Tell ya' what, since it doesn't look like we're going to find

they sent the Rains to wipe us out so they could take our planet without any resistance. I'm not going to let t

nvthina else here, and you're shorter on cash than I am, I'll buy it off of you. Sound fair?"
Jake hesitated for a moment before replaying, "That sounds great, but you've never been this nice to me

happen." I remember his words exactly. He sounded so sure of himself, so serious, that I did the only thing
could: I laughed in his face.

before. What gives?"

He left today. I don't think I'll ever be able to forgive myself. I tried to talk to h—FILE MISSING

"Nothing 'gives,' I just want to help you out is all."

"Figures. Just when you think you've fixed up these old relics, they go on the fritz again. It's a wonc

"Oh, no.... You've never just wanted to help me out. You've made it perfectly clear that I am here to
do the heavy lifting and sell the scraps that you don't bother with. No, I think you know something about this

the kid could even keep it going long enough to write this stuff."

journal that I don't know," Jake accused Cooper as he jabbed his finger into the older man's chest. Cooper

Cooper felt like he and Jake had been down in the shelter for days, but his watch told him that it had

didn't seem the least bit fazed. "You're paranoid, Jake. C'mon, how can you say 'no' to two hundred scrip?"

only been half an hour since they had encountered the first skeleton. He already knew that they wouldn't be

Jake was visually shaken, but quickly composed himself, "Two hundred?! Now I'm certain you're

able to make much of a profit from this trip, barely break even really, but he couldn't let Jake know that. If

Jake knew that they were down here just to follow through on some vague sentimentality, he'd leave Cooper holding out on me. What, are you going to sell it to some of those historians that came through the camp not
in a heartbeat. And if he let Jake go now Cooper knew he'd end up just like all the other salvagers: a pathetiM too long ago? Yeah, that's probably it. I'm sure they'd pay through the nose for a first-hand account of life in
vulture, making a living off of the misfortunes of the dead. Cooper knew that most people didn't differential the shelters, so forget you!" Jake was visibly upset now and he began to shout, "I found it; I'm getting paid for
between him and the others, but he did. Somehow he felt that sticking to salvaging equipment made him
"Jake, I'm going to have that journal one way or another, so you can just let me pay you more than it's

better than the rest, less predatory. Realizing that Jake had said something during his moment of introspectio

worth, or I can take it from you through force and pay you less for my troubles," Cooper growled as he glared at

Cooper turned and shouted back down the corridor, "What was that, Jake?"

the younger man. "I'd prefer the former, but you know I'm capable of the latter."

"Oh, nothing, just this old journal I've been dinkin' around with. I found it a little while ago and I

"You think you're so tough! Well this is one time I'm going to get the better of you, old man! I'm outta'

figured it might be worth something for the electronics. It's not like the writing's any good. Listen to this: 'I
left today. I don't think I'll ever be able to forgive myself.' Jesus, who writes like that when they're fourteen

here, and I'm taking the one thing of value that we've found in this hole with me." Cooper could feel his anger

I mean, I didn't sound like that six years ago, did I Coop?" At the mention of the journal, Cooper turned and

drain away some as Jake turned to leave, but he was determined not to lose the journal. "I'm warning you, Jake.

walked back towards Jake.

That journal means a lot to me and I'm not going to see it sold to some dried up old historian!"
Jake's response consisted of only one finger and two words: "Fuck off!"

"Nah, you were even whinier." When he finally reached Jake, Cooper held out his calloused hand.

Realizing that his only option left was violence, Cooper dropped his flashlight and charged down the hall

"Mind if I take a look at it?"

towards Jake, catching him squarely in the small of his back. Jake was sent sprawling and the journal skittered

"Go ahead and mess with it. just remember: I found it. I get the money for it no matter how much yot

out of his hand, but he quickly recovered and turned back to Cooper. He closed the gap between them and

helped fix it." Cooper only grunted and knelt down.

immediately attempted to hit Cooper with first his left fist, then his right. Jake was quick, and had age on his

He balanced the journal on his right knee while he fished out his small electronics kit. Once he had

side, but the older man's experience proved to be the better advantage. Cooper quickly side-stepped the blows

located his soldering iron he popped the back off of the journal and went to work. Utilizing the light that Jak<
impatiently held over his shoulder, Cooper was able to make a few minor repairs to the circuits of the tiny
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hit Jake squarely in the jaw, sending him reeling.
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"This is the last time that you ' U push me around! You ' ve yeUed at me, and ridiculed me, and made me
feel stupid for too many months now, Cooper. This attack is the la t straw. I won't put up with this bullshit
anymore! " Jake panted as he regained his feet and ran at Cooper. Not expecting Jake to recover so quickly,
Cooper was caught off his guard and borne to the ground. The two men wrestled for several second until
Cooper abruptly gained the advantage. He caught Jake in a bear hug and dragged him to his feet.
"You are stupid, Jake. Just give me the journal, I'll pay you, and we can both forget about this and . .. "
But Jake refused to let him finish , instead wriggling out of Cooper's grasp and pushing himself away. He
lost his balance on the grating and feU hard against the wall and floor. Jake landed on a piece of debris and
screamed as it pierced his back. Cooper could see Jake stiffen and then suddenly go slack, a foot long piece of
titanium protruding from the young man 's chest. In shock, all Cooper could do was simply regarded the grisly
scene for a moment before retrieving the journal from down the hall.
He felt numb. The bodies in the shelter had been dead for at least thirty years, yet they had more of
an impact on him than watching Jake die. No, killing Jake. He had been responsible. He had been the one
too proud to explain that the journal had meant something to him. He had been the one too concerned with
his own desires that he forgot about his partner. Jake had only been following the ru les. His rules. Cooper
began to feel very warm then, as if someone had suddenly turned up the thermostat. When he looked around
to find the source of his discomfort he noticed that he had left his flashlight behind. He could see its beam off
in the distance, but he didn 't bother going to retrieve it. He knew were he was at this point and simply let his
memories lead him back to the exit.
As he walked back through the gloom of the shelter, towards the large common room, he canned the
journal once more. Once he was sure it was what he had come for, he tucked it into a pocket and quickened his
pace. Occasionally he would glance over his shoulder, almost as if he believed someone to be following him.
"Good job, Coop," he muttered to himself. " You just keep racking up the rookies. First it was the kid,
then your boys during the war against the Invaders, now Jake. How do you keep going?" Practically running
back the way he had come, Cooper continued his self-beration in an even more accusatory voice: "Jesu ! These
kids depend on you, put their trust in you , and you only get them killed! You're a one-man fucking death
squad!"
Stopping abruptly, Cooper shook his head violently and rubbed his eyes with the heels of his hands.
"But it's not like I haven ' t tried to help them. They just don ' t listen. If they 'd listened to me, they'd all still be
alive right now. God, what a lame excuse. What would being alive even get them? An existence like mine,
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"This is the last time that you'll push me around! You've yelled at me, and ridiculed me, and made me

barely moving from one payday to another, forced to rely on the misfortune of those poor bastards who never

feel stupid for too many months now, Cooper. This attack is the last straw. I won't put up with this bullshit

made it out of the shelters?" As if in response to his own rhetorical question, Cooper began to retrace his steps

anymore!" Jake panted as he regained his feet and ran at Cooper. Not expecting Jake to recover so quickly,

once more. "No, they deserved better than this, and a whole hell of a lot more than what they actually got."

Cooper was caught off his guard and borne to the ground. The two men wrestled for several seconds until
Cooper abruptly gained the advantage. He caught Jake in a bear hug and dragged him to his feet.
"You are stupid, Jake. Just give me the journal, I'll pay you, and we can both forget about this and..."

Before he could continue his tirade, Cooper was cut short by the sight of the common room. The setting
sun had reached the perfect position to illuminate the room. Once gloomy and foreboding, the room was now
bathed with the bloody rays of the dying sun, allowing Cooper to see every detail clearly. The bullet holes, the

But Jake refused to let him finish, instead wriggling out of Cooper's grasp and pushing himself away. He

burns on the walls, the twisted human remains piled into one corner, it all became too apparent. In the dark he

lost his balance on the grating and fell hard against the wall and floor. Jake landed on a piece of debris and

had been able to ignore these reminders of the past, but it was no longer possible in the harsh light of the sun.

screamed as it pierced his back. Cooper could see Jake stiffen and then suddenly go slack, a foot long piece of

Long buried memories came flooding back into him, unleashing a storm of emotion.

titanium protruding from the young man's chest. In shock, all Cooper could do was simply regarded the grisly
scene for a moment before retrieving the journal from down the hall.
He felt numb. The bodies in the shelter had been dead for at least thirty years, yet they had more of

He recalled the war and how it had brought him a perverse kind of satisfaction to kill the things invading
his planet. He was there each time a new ship came down in the area, full of Invaders who were sure that their
clever Rain maneuver had wiped out all life capable of fighting back. He had loved to spring out from his cover

an impact on him than watching Jake die. No, killing Jake. He had been responsible. He had been the one

and prove them wrong, repeating his message with every pull of the trigger. But he also remembered the pain

too proud to explain that the journal had meant something to him. He had been the one too concerned with

and the loss associated with these assaults. He was able to recall the names and faces of each man and woman

his own desires that he forgot about his partner. Jake had only been following the rules. His rules. Cooper

lost under his command. They were only a little younger than he was at the time, but he was their Sergeant and

began to feel very warm then, as if someone had suddenly turned up the thermostat. When he looked around

therefore responsible for their lives. He had failed too many of them too often.

to find the source of his discomfort he noticed that he had left his flashlight behind. He could see its beam off

He also remembered the shelter. He could summon up memories of scavenging trips: the precious few

in the distance, but he didn't bother going to retrieve it. He knew were he was at this point and simply let his

nights spent under the stars and the tiring but satisfying days spent collecting any scrap they could find and

memories lead him back to the exit.

gathering plants for the hydroponics bay. He had loved it. And then there were the long days in the shelter

As he walked back through the gloom of the shelter, towards the large common room, he scanned the

itself. The people there had taught him how to use the old computers and how to maintain all of the old

journal once more. Once he was sure it was what he had come for, he tucked it into a pocket and quickened his I

machinery that allowed them to escape the Rains. He recalled with fondness his days there and regretted ever

pace. Occasionally he would glance over his shoulder, almost as if he believed someone to be following him.

having to leave it. Finally, his thoughts settled upon Scipio: his first real friend but also the first casualty of his

"Good job, Coop," he muttered to himself. "You just keep racking up the rookies. First it was the kid,
then your boys during the war against the Invaders, now Jake. How do you keep going?" Practically running

long life of hardship and violence.
"Damn it, Scipio, why didn't you listen to me?! I only wanted to help you and do what was best, but

back the way he had come, Cooper continued his self-beration in an even more accusatory voice: "Jesus! TheseH

you refused to make it easy. Why didn't any of you listen?! If you'd have listened, you'd all be okay right

kids depend on you, put their trust in you, and you only get them killed! You're a one-man fucking death

now. If you had come with me, those first people you saw would've been friends, not Invaders. We could have

squad!"

helped you! And you could have helped us. You could have helped me! Why did you all have to die on me?!"

Stopping abruptly, Cooper shook his head violently and rubbed his eyes with the heels of his hands.
"But it's not like I haven't tried to help them. They just don't listen. If they'd listened to me, they'd all still be I
alive right now. God, what a lame excuse. What would being alive even get them? An existence like mine,
25

And there, surrounded by the ghosts of his past, Travis Cooper's mask crumbled and he collapsed to the floor,
crying for the first time in thirty years.
Zach Walters, '06
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